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Theoretical study of temperature dependence and
Rayleigh scattering properties of chloride
hydration clusters

Shuai Jiang,ab Teng Huang,ab Yi-Rong Liu,ab Kang-Ming Xu,ab Yang Zhang,ab

Yu-Zhou Lvab and Wei Huang*ab

Cl�(H2O)n (n = 5–6) clusters were investigated using a basin hopping (BH) method coupled with density

functional theory (DFT). Structures, energetics, thermodynamics, and vibrational frequencies were obtained

using high level ab initio calculations. DF-LMP2 (second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory using

local and density fitting approximations) with an appropriate basis set were employed for final optimization

and frequency calculation, which has been benchmarked in a recent study. The global minimum of

Cl�(H2O)5 was verified and the new competitive local minimum of Cl�(H2O)6 was offered. Considering the

increasing complexity of the large system and the high flexibility of the hydrogen bonding environment,

Boltzmann averaged Gibbs free energy was provided taking into account the contributions of local minima

on the potential energy surface. Finally, the temperature dependence of the conformational population for

isomers of Cl�(H2O)n (n = 5–6) and Rayleigh scattering properties of Cl�(H2O)n (n = 1–6) have been inves-

tigated systematically for the first time.

Introduction

Halide–water clusters are very important in cluster science
because of their unique thermodynamic and spectroscopic
properties. Numerous studies have focused on the various
aspects of halide–water clusters: structures,3,4 thermody-
namics,5,6 vibrational spectroscopy,7–10 photoelectron spectro-
scopy11 and charge-transfer-to-solvent (CTTS) energy.12 In
particular, the experimental work of Johnson,7,8,10 Okumura,9

and Cheshnovsky11 provided a great deal of spectroscopic data
that yielded critical structural information. Theoretical studies by
Kim et al.3,13,14 applied high-level ab initio calculations to deter-
mine the structures of many halide–water clusters. Recently,
Nadykto et al.15 have studied Cl�(H2O)n system to investigate
the sign effect of ion induced nucleation. Besides, inspired by
Elm et al.16 who studied the Rayleigh scattering properties of
atmospheric pre-nucleation systems and the situation where
few literature nowadays focusing on the Rayleigh scattering
properties of ionic clusters even though the hydrated electron
have been studied,17,18 the Rayleigh scattering properties of
Cl�(H2O)n are given for the first time.

In many calculations, manual searches of structures were
performed to obtain information about potential energy
surface minima. This approach was less reliable for larger
molecular systems with broad minima, which has motivated
the use of many global optimization techniques such as genetic
algorithms (GA),19–21 Monte Carlo (MC) simulated annealing,22

minima hopping23 and basin hopping (BH).24 For halide–water
systems, Soumya Ganguly Neogi et al.25,26 recently employed GA
coupled with density functional theory (DFT) to identify the
local and global minima. They demonstrated that this strategy
based on GA and DFT was viable for investigating halide
solvation systems.

In contrast, BH code has been coupled with quantum chem-
istry packages such as Dmol3 (ref. 27) to search for the lowest
energy isomers of atomic clusters. The BH approach was highly
efficient for many atomic clusters, especially gold clusters,28–31

boron clusters32 and doped gold clusters.33 Furthermore, the
ability of BH algorithms coupled with DFT to search for minima
on the potential energy surfaces of molecular clusters has been
tested for water, methanol and water–methanol clusters, both
protonated and unprotonated,34 as well as the structure and
bonding in ionized water clusters.35 Moreover, a new sampling
skill called compressed sampling was recently introduced to BH
coupled with DFT and verified by water, nitrate–water and
oxalate–water clusters.36

Recently, we have utilized BH coupled with DFT to study the
structures, energetics, thermodynamics, vertical detachment
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energies (VDEs) and vibrational frequencies of Cl�(H2O)n

(n = 1–4) and performed the benchmark work2 to prove that
DF-LMP21 is a promising method for geometry optimization
and frequency calculations for larger Cl�(H2O)n systems.2

In this work, for the first time we determine cluster polariz-
ability and Rayleigh scattering properties including isotropic
mean polarizabilities, anisotropic polarizabilities, depolariza-
tion ratios and Rayleigh scattering intensities of chloride ion
hydration molecular clusters. The formation of hydrogen bonds
is expected to lead to an increase in the polarizability aniso-
tropy and therefore a change in the Rayleigh depolarization
ratio.37

This article has several highlights: (1) BH was coupled with DFT
and used to determine the local and global minima by sampling
the potential energy surface thoroughly, and a new potential global
minimum of Cl�(H2O)6 was illustrated; (2) DF-LMP2, which has
recently been benchmarked, was applied to perform the final
geometry optimization and frequency calculations; (3) the tem-
perature dependence of the conformational population was given
in a wide temperature range; (4) to incorporate the contributions
of other lower energy isomers besides the global minimum, the
Boltzmann averaged Gibbs free energy was determined. (5) The
Rayleigh scattering properties of chloride ion hydration systems
were investigated for the first time.

Methodology

The potential energy surfaces of Cl�(H2O)n (n = 5–6) were
explored using the BH algorithm coupled with DFT imple-
mented in DMol3 (ref. 27). The number of BH searches was
4 and 5 for Cl�(H2O)5 and Cl�(H2O)6 clusters, respectively.
Every search was performed with 1000 MC steps at 2000 K
with randomly generated initial structures. The temperature
was a crucial parameter in BH and must be chosen carefully
because it affected the tradeoff between the acceptance ratio
and the sampling efficiency. At each MC step, all of the
molecules were translated and rotated, and the maximum
translational and rotational displacements were 2 Å and p/2,
respectively. To prevent the clusters from diverging, we
compiled a function to check whether the intermolecular
distances exceeded the range defined after the structure
perturbation caused by the Monte Carlo sampling. After each
MC step, this function automatically determined whether the
molecule moved more than 5 Å, which could cause the
optimization to fail. If a large divergence occurred, then this
function automatically moved the molecules closer together.
The atoms in different molecules were not permitted to be
closer than 2 Å to prevent the self-consistent field (SCF)
calculation from failing to converge.

BLYP/DND implemented in DMol3 (ref. 27) was employed in
the DFT module coupled with BH, where BLYP refers to Becke
for the exchange part and Lee, Yang and Parr for the correlation
part, and DND means double numerical plus d-functions basis
set. Some selected low-lying conformers were then further
optimized in the Gaussian 09 suite of programs38 with the

default convergence criteria at the level of BLYP/6-31+G*. Next,
further geometry optimization and frequency calculations were
performed using DF-LMP2/aug0-cc-pVTZ, where the prime
signified that aug-cc-pVTZ was used for Cl and O while
cc-pVTZ was used for H, in Molpro 2010.1.39,40 Because local
correlation methods were particularly useful for calculating the
weak intermolecular interactions, as the basis set superposition
error (BSSE) was reduced significantly,41,42 we simply utilized
DF-LMP2/aug0-cc-pVTZ without counterpoise (CP) corrections43

to optimize the geometries. The default convergence criteria
were defined in the Molpro 2010.1.39,40 Harmonic vibrational
frequency analysis was performed to assure that no imaginary
frequencies were present and that, consequently, the structure
of interest represented a local or global minimum on the
potential energy surface. The zero-point energy (ZPE), the
enthalpy and the Gibbs free energy corrections were obtained
at 1 atmosphere and at selected temperatures ranging from
50 K to 400 K at 50 K intervals. The structural information
(bond lengths) was generated using Chemcraft 1.6 (http://www.
chemcraftprog.com).

Based on global minima of Cl�(H2O)n (n = 1–6) calculated at
the level of mp2/aug0-cc-pvdz where those of Cl�(H2O)n (n = 1–4)
are given from the previous study,2 the static polarizability and
scattering properties of molecular clusters have been calculated.
And in order to investigate the relation between the hydrogen
bonding network of isomers and optical properties, the Rayleigh
light scattering properties of two additional isomers of Cl�(H2O)5

are provided. Optical properties as depolarization ratios and
Rayleigh scattering intensities for natural, plane-polarized and
circular-polarized light are then calculated. For the elastic
Rayleigh scattering, the depolarization ratio for natural, plane-
polarized and circular-polarized light are given and light scatter-
ing intensities and the isotropic mean polarizabilities �a as well
as anisotropic polarizabilities Da are also shown as follows:

sn ¼
6 Dað Þ2

45ð�aÞ2 þ 7ðDaÞ2
(1)

sp ¼
3 Dað Þ2

45ð�aÞ2 þ 4ðDaÞ2
(2)

sc ¼
sn

1� sn
(3)

Rn = 45(�a)2 + 13(Da)2 (4)

Rp> = 45(�a)2 + 7(Da)2 (5)

RpJ = 6(Da)2 (6)

�a = 1
3(axx + ayy + azz) (7)

(Da)2 = 1
2[(axx � ayy)2 + (ayy � azz)

2 + (azz � axx)2]

+ 3[(axy)2 + (axz)
2 + (ayz)

2] (8)

where sn, sp and sc represent the depolarization ratio of
natural, plane-polarized and circular-polarized light, respec-
tively, while Rp> and RpJ are the perpendicular and parallel
components of linear polarized light.
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Results and discussion
A. Structures and energetics

The representations of these structures were defined using m + n_i
notation. In this notation, ‘‘m’’ and ‘‘n’’ denote the number of
water molecules in the first and the second hydration shells of
the clusters, respectively. The index ‘‘i’’ was used to distinguish
among different structures with the same values of m and n.

In Table 1, the binding energies of the lower energy isomers
are shown. The calculated total electronic energies were trans-
formed into binding energies using the following equation:

DEi
n = Ei

n � n � EH2O � ECl
� (9)

where n and i indicate the water number in the cluster and the
name of an isomer individually; E is the total energy; and EH2O

and ECl
� are the total energy for H2O and Cl�, respectively.

Thermodynamic parameters such as the enthalpy and Gibbs
free energy were calculated in a similar way.

An overview of all the conformers suggests that the Cl�(H2O)n

(n = 5–6) clusters prefer surface solvation, as discussed previously
in the literature.4 For Cl�(H2O)5, isomers within 3 kcal mol�1

from the global minimum are dominated by isomers with three
or four water molecules in the first hydration shell. In addition,
from Cl�(H2O)5 to Cl�(H2O)6, more configurations with five
water molecules binding to the chloride ion appear.

Fig. 1 displays the structures optimized with DF-LMP2/aug0-
cc-pVTZ for Cl�(H2O)5. For the global minimum, some reports in
the literature have characterized quite different configurations,
as some gave a water ring composed of three molecules4,44

instead of four13 as shown in other literature. Comparatively,
our predicted global minimum agrees well with the results from
Han Myoung Lee et al.13 In addition, the predicted global
minimum proposed by Robert W. Gora et al.4 and M. Masa-
mura44 is similar to 4 + 1_5, which is 8.71 kcal mol�1 higher than
our predicted global minimum, and R2AA (3 + 2) from Han
Myoung et al.13

The geometries optimized with DF-LMP2/aug0-cc-pVTZ for
Cl�(H2O)6 are displayed in Fig. 2. For the global minimum, the
situation is even more interesting, as the articles mentioned
above4,13,44 all give a global minimum with four water mole-
cules binding to the parent ion and one free O–H group, but in
our work, 5 + 1_1 with five water molecules binding to the
chloride ion and no free O–H group is the most stable isomer.
Moreover, the predicted global minimum from the earlier
literature4,13,44 is actually found in our work as 4 + 2_1 for
0.4 kcal mol�1 higher energy. Although the energy difference is
below the so-called chemical accuracy,45 5 + 1_1, which has more
hydrogen bonds with the parent ion than 4 + 2_1, remains more
convincing. However, with respect to the zero-point energy
corrected energy, the energy order within the former five isomers
changes significantly: 4 + 2_1 is the global minimum, while 5 +
1_2 changes from the fourth in total energy order without ZPE
corrections to the second place, and 5 + 1_2 is slightly energe-
tically higher than 4 + 2_1 with 0.08 kcal mol�1. However, even
with ZPE corrections, 5 + 1_1 remains highly competitive due to
the very small energy difference of 0.27 kcal mol�1.

B. Thermodynamics

The calculated thermodynamic parameters for Cl�(H2O)5 and
Cl�(H2O)6 are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The energy
order change can be seen by comparing the binding energy at
0 K with the Gibbs free energy at 298.15 K, such as for 3 + 2_1
versus 3 + 2_2. This result could be explained by the effects
of entropy, which is similar to the situation in the Cl�(H2O)n

(n = 1–4) system.2

C. Vibrational frequencies

The vibrational frequency shifts for the former four structures
of Cl�(H2O)5 from DF-LMP2/aug0-cc-pVTZ are given in Table 3
in total energy order for comparison with the experimental
values given by the Okumura group.9

As presented in Table 3, the shifts of the O–H stretching
frequencies of chloride–water clusters are classified as follows:
(1) nonbonded free [(O–Hf)], (2) hydrogen bonded to another
water [(O–Hw)], and (3) hydrogen bonded to a chloride atom
[(O–Hx)], as presented. In addition, the shifts caused by coop-
erative hydrogen bonding, as previously proposed, are given as
[(O–Hc)].

Considering the large red shifts for ionic hydrogen bonds
(IHB), an IHB is strengthened at the expense of weakening the
hydrogen bonding between water molecules. Overall, the free
O–H stretching frequencies remain nearly constant with
respect to the corresponding mean value of the symmetric
and asymmetric OH stretches in water (3886 cm�1). In addition,
for structures with free O–H group bonding, the largest red
shift usually appears in the water molecular connecting to the
free O–H group. Finally, the red shifts for the hydrogen-bonded
O–H frequencies are much smaller than for the IHBs.

However, when examining the frequency shifts between the
experimental and calculated values, as shown in Table 3, the
high cluster temperature effects mentioned in the original
experiment9 would appear, which could be interpreted with

Table 1 Binding energies at 0 K (DE0K
e ), ZPE-corrected binding energies at

0 K (DE0K
0 ), enthalpies at 298.15 K (DH298.15K), Gibbs free energy at 298.15 K

(DG298.15K) for isomers of Cl�(H2O)5 (in kcal mol�1)

Isomers DE0K
e DE0K

0 DH298.15K DG298.15K

4 + 1_1 �69.35 �57.64 �58.50 �36.46
4 + 1_2 �69.07 �57.48 �58.28 �36.37
3 + 2_1 �68.21 �56.57 �57.48 �35.38
3 + 2_2 �68.02 �56.44 �56.75 �36.29
3 + 2_3 �67.98 �56.39 �56.70 �36.22
4 + 1_3 �67.74 �56.45 �57.08 �35.72
4 + 1_4 �67.34 �55.92 �57.19 �34.27
3 + 2_4 �67.33 �55.86 �57.28 �33.88
3 + 2_5 �66.93 �55.86 �56.99 �34.45
4 + 1_5 �66.92 �55.91 �56.90 �34.53
3 + 2_6 �66.86 �55.04 �55.53 �34.68
4 + 1_6 �66.74 �55.76 �56.74 �34.41
3 + 2_7 �66.66 �55.14 �56.61 �33.30
3 + 2_8 �66.63 �55.25 �56.63 �33.48
5 + 0_1 �66.55 �55.18 �56.41 �33.74
3 + 2_9 �66.48 �54.98 �56.44 �33.11
3 + 2_10 �66.31 �55.00 �56.31 �33.32
3 + 2_11 �66.26 �54.83 �55.65 �34.01
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the aid of the temperature dependence of conformational
populations. One point to be mentioned is that the order of
these isomers in Table 3 was not arranged according to total
energy at 0 K but by the Gibbs free energy at temperatures
ranging from 100 K to 300 K, as shown in Fig. 5. The agreement
between the experimental frequency shifts and the calculated
ones follows the same order, which indicates that the cluster
temperature under these experimental conditions could be in
the range of 100 K to 400 K.

D. Temperature dependence of conformational population
and Boltzmann averaged Gibbs free energy

The global minimum is important in that it has the greatest
weight in the ensemble of energetically accessible conformers45

at 0 K. However, as the systems grow larger and more complex,
the energy differences between the global minimum and other
local minima are becoming smaller, which is also caused by
flexible hydrogen bonding, so including the contributions from
all lower energy isomers might be important. In addition,
temperature effects could also contribute to the stability order
alternation of isomers. Thus, investigating the coupling effects
of lower energy isomer contributions and temperature effects
could provide a more accurate picture of the relative isomer
stability.

Considering the Boltzmann distribution of the lower energy
isomers, here we used the Boltzmann averaged Gibbs free
energy to study the flatness of the potential energy surface of
Cl�(H2O)n (n = 5–6). The equations are listed in follows:

Zin ¼
e
�DDGi

n
kBT

P
i

e
�DDGi

n
kBT

(10)

DGn ¼
X

i

ZinDG
i
n (11)

where

DGi
n = Gi

n � GCl� � nGW (12)

DDGi
n = DGi

n � min{DGi
n} (13)

Here n and i represent the number of water molecule in a
cluster and the isomer order respectively. Cl� and W are
separately given for the abbreviation of chloride ion and water.

The conformational population depending on the tempera-
ture variance for Cl�(H2O)5 and Cl�(H2O)6 is shown in Fig. 3
and 4, respectively. Additionally, the conformational popula-
tion of the most stable isomers for Cl�(H2O)n (n = 5–6) and the
comparison between the Gibbs free energy and Boltzmann

Fig. 1 The global minimum and the local minima for Cl�(H2O)5 optimized at the DF-LMP2/aug 0-cc-pVTZ level.
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averaged Gibbs free energy are given in Tables 4 and 5 and
Fig. 5. Considering that cluster dissociation might occur at a

very high temperature, the conformational population with
temperature more than 400 K is not given.

For both cases of Cl�(H2O)5 and Cl�(H2O)6 shown in Fig. 3 and 4,
respectively, the weight of the global minimum according to total
energy without ZPE correction decreases while the roles of other
local minima become competitive as the temperature increases.
However, the patterns of Cl�(H2O)n (n = 5–6) are significantly
different due to their considerably different absolute and relative
Gibbs free energy among the stable minima, which also reflects the
different flatness of their potential energy surfaces.

For the case of Cl�(H2O)5, as given in Fig. 3, the global
minimum weighs more than any other local minima below a
temperature of 350 K or so, but its leading role decreases
thereafter. Near 350 K, three isomers, 4 + 1_2, 3 + 2_2 and
3 + 2_3, are very competitive toward the global minimum, and
at temperatures above 350 K, the conformational populations
of 4 + 1_1 and 4 + 1_2 both decrease while 3 + 2_2 and 3 + 2_3
increase. Moreover, the strong temperature effect could be seen
in the less competitive role of 3 + 2_1, even though its total
energy is quite close to the global minimum with an energy
difference of 1.14 kcal mol�1.

For the case of Cl�(H2O)6 given in Fig. 4, below 200 K, the
competitive local minimum, 4 + 2_1 has greater weight than 5 + 1_1
and increased in weight with increasing temperature. Another local
minimum, 4 + 2_2, whose energy is only 0.56 kcal mol�1 higher
than the global minimum in terms of total energy at 0 K, follows
the same trend as 5 + 1_1.

Fig. 2 The global minimum and the local minima for Cl�(H2O)6 optimized at the DF-LMP2/aug 0-cc-pVTZ level.

Table 2 Binding energies at 0 K (DE0K
e ), ZPE-corrected binding energies at

0 K (DE0K
0 ), enthalpies at 298.15 K (DH298.15K), Gibbs free energy at 298.15 K

(DG298.15K) for isomers of Cl�(H2O)6 (in kcal mol�1)

Isomers DE0K
e DE0K

0 DH298.15K DG298.15K

5 + 1_1 �81.65 �66.88 �68.12 �40.20
4 + 2_1 �81.25 �67.15 �67.36 �40.72
4 + 2_2 �81.09 �66.73 �68.45 �39.45
5 + 1_2 �80.93 �67.07 �67.60 �39.96
4 + 2_3 �80.86 �66.94 �68.27 �39.37
4 + 2_4 �80.07 �66.00 �67.44 �38.44
4 + 2_5 �79.93 �65.10 �67.32 �38.34
4 + 2_6 �79.80 �65.99 �67.27 �38.65
4 + 2_7 �79.68 �65.61 �67.19 �38.49
4 + 2_8 �79.54 �65.87 �67.06 �38.28
4 + 2_9 �79.45 �65.69 �65.51 �39.22
3 + 3_1 �79.39 �65.68 �66.96 �38.17
3 + 3_2 �79.34 �65.59 �66.86 �37.94
5 + 1_3 �79.09 �65.44 �66.64 �38.68
3 + 3_3 �79.04 �65.03 �66.60 �37.55
3 + 3_4 �78.97 �65.09 �66.54 �37.66
4 + 2_10 �78.88 �64.95 �66.25 �37.56
3 + 3_5 �78.82 �64.91 �66.41 �37.37
3 + 3_6 �78.40 �64.88 �66.73 �37.00
4 + 2_11 �78.27 �65.07 �66.42 �37.24
3 + 3_7 �78.22 �64.50 �66.46 �36.15
3 + 3_8 �78.14 �64.27 �66.37 �36.29
4 + 2_12 �78.11 �64.38 �65.62 �37.07
4 + 2_13 �77.80 �64.40 �65.99 �36.99
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Comparing the conformational populations of isomers for
Cl�(H2O)5 at 50 K and 298.15 K shown in Table 4, we

determined that differences between the Boltzmann averaged
Gibbs free energy and the Gibbs free energy were increasing

Fig. 3 The conformational population change for the low isomers of
Cl�(H2O)5 depending on the temperature variance.

Fig. 4 The conformational population change for the low isomers of
Cl�(H2O)6 depending on the temperature variance.

Table 4 Conformational population (%) and Boltzmann averaged Gibbs
free energy (kcal mol�1) for the most stable isomers of Cl�(H2O)5 at
temperatures of 50 K, 100 K and 298.15 K

Temperature Isomers DG
Conformational
population

Boltzmann averaged
Gibbs free energy

50 4 + 1_1 �14.51 82.9 �14.49
4 + 1_2 �14.36 17.1
3 + 2_1 �13.45 1.78479 � 10�03

3 + 2_2 �13.36 7.13928 � 10�04

3 + 2_3 �13.30 4.02573 � 10�04

100 4 + 1_1 �17.84 67.3 �17.78
4 + 1_2 �17.69 31.4
3 + 2_1 �16.78 0.3
3 + 2_2 �16.81 0.4
3 + 2_3 �16.75 0.3

298.15 4 + 1_1 �36.46 25.3 �36.14
4 + 1_2 �36.37 21.7
3 + 2_1 �35.38 4.1
3 + 2_2 �36.29 18.9
3 + 2_3 �36.22 16.8

Table 5 Conformational population (%) and Boltzmann averaged Gibbs
free energy (kcal mol�1) for the most stable isomers of Cl�(H2O)6 at
temperatures of 50 K, 100 K and 298.15 K

Temperature Isomers DG
Conformational
population

Boltzmann averaged
Gibbs free energy

50 5 + 1_1 �16.30 62.5 �16.24
4 + 2_1 �16.04 4.8
4 + 2_2 �16.21 25.3
5 + 1_2 �15.88 1.0
4 + 2_3 �16.07 6.5

100 5 + 1_1 �19.82 45.1 �19.70
4 + 2_1 �19.65 19.2
4 + 2_2 �19.65 19.0
5 + 1_2 �19.43 6.3
4 + 2_3 �19.52 9.9

298.15 5 + 1_1 �40.20 19.0 �40.14
4 + 2_1 �40.72 46.1
4 + 2_2 �39.45 5.4
5 + 1_2 �39.96 12.7
4 + 2_3 �39.37 4.7

Table 3 Comparison between DF-LMP2/aug0-cc-pVTZ predicted and experimentally determined vibrational frequency shifts for Cl�(H2O)5 (in cm�1)

O–H stretch frequencies
features for Cl�(H2O)5 [(O–Hc)] [(O–Hx)] [(O–Hw)] [(O–Hf)]

Total average
shift differences

Experimental values �474 �266 �159 �11
4 + 1_1 �412 �221 �189 �19
Shift differences 62 45 �30 �8 17.25
4 + 1_2 �449 �199 �149 �1
Shift differences 25 67 10 10 28
3 + 2_2 �518 �317 �204 8
Shift differences �44 �51 �45 19 �30.25
3 + 2_1 �364 �185 �115 8
Shift differences 110 81 44 19 63.5

The shifts are given with respect to the corresponding mean of the symmetric and symmetric OH stretch in water calculated in DF-LMP2/aug0-cc-
pVTZ (3886 cm�1) and the experimental shifts are given by the Okumura group.9
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from 0.02 kcal mol�1 to 0.32 kcal mol�1. For the case of Cl�(H2O)6

shown in Table 5, the situation is quite similar, with the energy
differences ranging from 0.06 kcal mol�1 to 0.58 kcal mol�1.
Thus, the higher number of predicted local minima as the
systems of interest becomes larger and the higher conformational
population of local minima other than the global one with
increasing temperature necessitate the inclusion of Boltzmann

averaging, especially for non-valance environments such as the
chloride solvation systems in this article.

As shown in Fig. 5, the thermodynamic stability as calcu-
lated from the Boltzmann average and temperature effects has
been considered. Compared to Cl�(H2O)5, the consistent lower
Gibbs free energy of Cl�(H2O)6 at different temperature proves
that the coupling consequence of various isomer contributions
and temperature effects does not change the relative stability
between Cl�(H2O)5 and Cl�(H2O)6. Moreover, after carefully
investigating the magnitude caused by both effects, the tempera-
ture effects apparently contribute much more to the stability
than the Boltzmann averaging.

E. Optical properties

For chloride ions, as the spherical case, the anisotropic polar-
izability Da is zero, and correspondingly the depolarization
ratios s are all zero as the scattered light is completely polar-
ized. When Da a 0, the scattered is no longer polarized and
depolarization is represented by s, which is the case for
Cl�(H2O)n (n = 1–6).

It is shown that different isomers within clusters give very
similar isotropic mean polarizabilities �a while the anisotropic
polarizabilities Da are very much isomer dependent, which has
been observed in sulfuric acid hydration systems.16 Addition-
ally, the isotropic mean polarizabilities �a are quite size depen-
dent and vary linearly with correlation coefficient r = 0.99986 as

Fig. 5 The comparison between Boltzmann averaged Gibbs free energy
and Gibbs free energy from global minimum Cl�(H2O)n (n = 5–6) depend-
ing on the temperature variance.

Fig. 6 The Rayleigh light scattering and cluster polarizability properties: (a) Rayleigh light scattering intensities as a function of water molecules;
(b) depolarization ratio as a function of water molecules; (c) isotropic mean polarizabilities as a function of water molecules; (d) anisotropic polarizabilities
as a function of water molecules.
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shown in Fig. 6(c), consistent with the study of methanol
clusters.46 Comparatively, it is observed that the anisotropic
polarizability Da show quite a different pattern as from a dimer
to tetramer Da decreases rapidly and then increases with a big
step from a tetramer to pentamer. From Fig. 6(a) and (b), it is
quite clearly observed that the Rayleigh light scattering intensity
of natural light Rn and the depolarization ratios sn is the function
of the number of water molecules in the cluster. And the non-
linear dependence of Rn on the number of water molecules is
shown to follow the trend of a second order polynomial with
correlation coefficient r = 0.99988, consistent with the results of
sulfuric acid hydration systems.16 The calculated depolarization
ratios sn are observed to rapidly decay as the cluster grows. This is
due to an increase in the mean isotropic polarizability with the
number of molecules in combination with the anisotropic polar-
izability being relatively constant in the range of 2–11 a.u. This is
consistent with what is to be expected as the cluster change from
a molecular cluster into a spherical isotropic particle.

From the previous studies46,47 of Rayleigh scattering proper-
ties, the remarkable differences among different isomers have
been observed, which indicate that Da and s could be alter-
native parameters to characterize different conformations.
However, in our study, even though 4 + 1_1 and 3 + 2_1 show
different bonding patterns with various Cl–H and O–H hydro-
gen bonding number, the DaBinding difference between 4 + 1_1
and 3 + 2_1 is quite small, which is even smaller than that of
�aBinding as shown in Table 6. For depolarization ratios, the case
is similar. So at least for chloride ion hydration systems, the
anisotropic polarizability and depolarization ratio cannot be
regarded as the alternative parameters, which is similar to the
case of methanol hydration systems.37

Inspired by the earlier research of investigation the relevance
between hydrogen bonding number and cluster polarizability,48

we have fitted the calculated isotropic mean polarizability values
as a linear function of cluster size n, %nCl–H and %nO–H:

�a = a + b � n + c � %nCl–H + d � %nO–H (14)

where �nCl�H ¼
nCl�H
n

and �nO�H ¼
nO�H
n

represent the average
Cl–H hydrogen bonding number and O–H hydrogen bonding
number respectively. The fit is found to be excellent with a
correlation efficient as 0.9999. It indicates that the Cl–H
hydrogen bonds and O–H hydrogen bonds both contribute to
the cluster polarizability.

Conclusions

In this paper, BH coupled with the DFT method was employed to
search for the global and local minima of Cl�(H2O)n (n = 5–6),
while the benchmarked2 method, DF-LMP2, was applied for the
final geometry optimization and frequency calculations.

Structural and energetics analysis showed that the global
minimum of Cl�(H2O)5 agreed well with certain earlier literature
reports,13 and the appearance of a predicted global minimum
from other articles4,44 as a local minimum in our work further
confirmed the validity of our predicted global minimum.

Thermodynamics analysis showed the energy of order alter-
nation caused by the entropy effect, which has been observed in
Cl�(H2O)n (n = 1–4), and vibrational properties analysis gave
that free O–H group stretch frequency similar to the symmetric
and asymmetric OH stretch in water. Moreover, the red shift of
ion hydrogen bonding and hydrogen bonding within the water
network was similar to the red shift of Cl�(H2O)n (n = 1–4).2

Incorporating the contributions of the lower energy minima
by the Boltzmann averaged Gibbs free energy indicated the
small role of lower energy isomers, aside from the global one,
in the potential energy surface. However, the conformational
population of these isomers shows various temperature-
dependence characteristics that reflect the strong entropy effect
of the chloride ion hydration systems. Moreover, the conforma-
tional population at a temperature which is close to that of the
experiment, like the vibrational predissociation spectra experi-
ment, might give more information to evaluate the degree of
fitting between the simulated and the experiment results.

Finally, the Rayleigh scattering properties have been studied. It
turns out that Rayleigh scattering intensities of natural light
follow the second order polynomial trend with the cluster size
increasing while the isotropic mean polarizabilities show a linear
relation with the cluster size. Besides, the treatment of the
anisotropic polarizability and depolarization ratio as structure
characteristics must be carefully done as two isomers of Cl�(H2O)5

give similar values.
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